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BACKGROUND

METHODS

Obesity is a chronic disease that results in substantial global morbidity and mortality. The
e�cacy and safety of tirzepatide, a novel glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide and glucagon-like
peptide-� receptor agonist, in people with obesity are not known.
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RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

In this phase � double-blind, randomized, controlled trial, we assigned ���� adults with a body-mass index
(BMI; the weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in meters) of �� or more, or �� or more
and at least one weight-related complication, excluding diabetes, in a ������� ratio to receive once-weekly,
subcutaneous tirzepatide (� mg, �� mg, or �� mg) or placebo for �� weeks, including a ��-week dose-
escalation period. Coprimary end points were the percentage change in weight from baseline and a weight
reduction of �% or more. The treatment-regimen estimand assessed e�ects regardless of treatment
discontinuation in the intention-to-treat population.

At baseline, the mean body weight was ���.� kg, the mean BMI was ��.�, and ��.�% of
participants had a BMI of �� or higher. The mean percentage change in weight at week �� was −��.�% (��%
con�dence interval [CI], −��.� to −��.�) with �-mg weekly doses of tirzepatide, −��.�% (��% CI, −��.� to
−��.�) with ��-mg doses, and −��.�% (��% CI, −��.� to −��.�) with ��-mg doses and −�.�% (��% CI, −�.� to
−�.�) with placebo (P<�.��� for all comparisons with placebo). The percentage of participants who had
weight reduction of �% or more was ��% (��% CI, �� to ��), ��% (��% CI, �� to ��), and ��% (��% CI, ��
to ��) with � mg, �� mg, and �� mg of tirzepatide, respectively, and ��% (��% CI, �� to ��) with placebo;
��% (��% CI, �� to ��) and ��% (��% CI, �� to ��) of participants in the ��-mg and ��-mg groups had a
reduction in body weight of ��% or more, as compared with �% (��% CI, � to �) in the placebo group
(P<�.��� for all comparisons with placebo). Improvements in all prespeci�ed cardiometabolic measures
were observed with tirzepatide. The most common adverse events with tirzepatide were gastrointestinal,
and most were mild to moderate in severity, occurring primarily during dose escalation. Adverse events
caused treatment discontinuation in �.�%, �.�%, �.�%, and �.�% of participants receiving �-mg, ��-mg,
and ��-mg tirzepatide doses and placebo, respectively.

In this ��-week trial in participants with obesity, � mg, �� mg, or �� mg of tirzepatide once
weekly provided substantial and sustained reductions in body weight. (Supported by Eli Lilly; SURMOUNT-�
ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT��������.)
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